**INTRODUCTION**

Fibromyalgia (FM) is a central pain syndrome that is characterized, in part, by specific tender points (TPs) in the musculoskeletal system which are exceptionally sensitive to pressure. Pain, specifically characterized as hyperalgesia and allodynia, is the cardinal symptom of FM; however, most patients also experience additional symptoms such as debilitating fatigue, disrupted or nonrestorative sleep, functional bowel disturbances, and a variety of neuropsychiatric problems, including cognitive dysfunction, anxiety and depressive symptoms (1).
Women are the most affected and the disease has a familial connection that is linked to the genetic variance of serotonin, dopamine and catecholamine intra-cerebral system (2). The physical symptoms of FM often express themselves in conjunction with psychological conditions, which causes a reduction in the individual capacity to tolerate stressors (3).

Despite some criticism, the diagnosis for FM is based on the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) 1990 criteria, which require a specific history (widespread pain lasting more than three months, sleep disturbance, debilitating fatigue, paresthesia) and tenderness to light touch (4 kg/cm²) of at least 11 of 18 specific tender points (4).

**PREVENTION OF FIBROMYALGIA**

FM has a general population prevalence of 2-4%, is more common among females than males (5), and results from a combination of genetic aspects and stressful events. Prevention may occur in clinical, community or population settings and is often classified into primary, secondary and tertiary types.

**Primary prevention of fibromyalgia**

In general, primary prevention includes measures that help avoid onset of a given health care problem (6, 7). In the case of FM, primary prevention might include immediate care of acute pain episodes and of somatoform disturbances. At present, specific laboratory or instrumental markers of FM do not exist, and many open questions remain concerning the concept of primary prevention in FM.

Over time, several issues have arisen with the existing diagnostic or classification criteria: a) criteria are not likely to be applied uniformly by untrained assessors; b) patients may have the requisite TPs and yet not have FM; and c) TPs and widespread pain do not capture the essence of FM; this disorder is known for its multiple and varying symptoms, which include fatigue, sleep disturbance and cognitive dysfunction, predominantly. The road of onset and development of FM can be long and winding. In fact, there are a variety of different clinical histories that can describe the FM road: a female FM patient may develop headaches and dysmenorrhea in her 2nd or 3rd decade of life and present with widespread pain and tenderness later in life; FM can also start after a stressful event (e.g., physical or psychological trauma); or it can begin with localized pain (e.g., neck or low-back pain) and develop further through pain amplification (8, 9).

One major problem with primary prevention stems from the simple fact that no markers of disease exists; a variety of clinical symptoms can be present at onset and chronic widespread pain may or may not develop into FM as defined by the 1990 ACR criteria.

In conclusion, the goal of primary prevention is to reduce the incidence of FM in a population that may have a diathesis toward developing FM but has not presented with symptoms. This can be accomplished through diet and exercise, prevention and cure of trauma, prevention and cure of anxiety and depression, and finally, immunization against viruses and bacteria (Table I).

**Secondary prevention of fibromyalgia**

The U.S. Guide of Clinical Preventive Services (Ed. 1996) describes secondary prevention measures as those that “identify and treat asymptomatic persons who have already developed risk factors or preclinical disease but in whom the condition is not clinically apparent”.

The purpose of screening is to identify an unrecognized disease or risk factor (10). In general, screening tests include history (e.g., asking if a patient smokes), physical examination (e.g., blood pressure determination), lab tests (e.g., serum cholesterol level) and procedures (e.g., colonoscopy). Such tests are not intended to be diagnostic and should not be performed unless the patient and the clinician are committed to further investigation and treatment of abnormal results.

For patients in whom FM is suspected, preventive strategies should be performed to identify risk factors or predictors of chronicity.
In a clinical setting special attention should be paid to previous pain episodes, pain reports from various locations on the body, tender points, distress, somatisation, fatigue, and sleep disturbances. Presence of these symptoms may predict development of chronic pain (8, 9).

The development and persistence of chronic musculoskeletal pain may also be predicted by several socio-demographic, lifestyle and psychosocial risk factors. Family history of chronic pain, low educational level, low socioeconomic group and lack of social support are other common risk factors. Some ethnic groups and immigrants have also been shown to have an increased risk for development of chronic pain (11).

Smoking, sedentary lifestyle and obesity are predictive factors that could be targets for intervention (12).

A number of stressors have been temporally correlated with the onset of the syndrome, including trauma, infection (e.g., hepatitis C virus, HIV, Lyme disease), emotional stress, catastrophic events (e.g., war), autoimmune diseases and other pain conditions (13, 14).

In conclusion, the goal of secondary prevention is to facilitate early detection of disease development when patients are asymptomatic and intervention improves outcome. Early detection methods for FM patients include analysis of tender points, Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ), pain location and intensity, fatigue and sleep complaints (15, 16).

**Tertiary prevention of fibromyalgia**

Tertiary prevention inhibits further deterioration or reduces complications after the disease has declared itself. In FM the aim of treatment is to manage symptoms, specifically, to decrease pain and increase function, via multimodal therapeutic strategies, which, in most cases, include pharmacological and non-pharmacological interventions (17, 18). As FM patients typically present with complex symptoms and co-morbid conditions, they cannot be managed realistically by primary care providers, alone, but require the assistance of multidisciplinary teams with expertise in a variety of physical, cognitive, behavioural and educational strategies (17).

In conclusion, prevention strategies for FM may be of paramount importance. In fact, since no cure is currently available, primary and secondary prevention strategies may greatly reduce the prevalence of this syndrome. Tertiary prevention will enable patients to implement therapeutic approaches as early as possible, to monitor the results and to prevent the secondary effects of chronic widespread pain and the ancillary symptoms.

**The economic impact of fibromyalgia**

Few studies have analyzed the economic impact of FM in terms of costs of disease and pharmacoeconomic balance. A literature search using keywords “Fibromyalgia” and “Costs and Cost Analysis” identified only 51 publications; of these, only 9 addressed pharmacoeconomic aspects (19-27) and 8 addressed disease costs both as direct costs, i.e., charged to public health systems and to patients for diagnosis and medical assistance, and as indirect costs, i.e., financial consequences of reduced productivity by ill patients (28-35). No publications analyzed the cost or consequence of reduced quality of life for patients.

Over the last decade, the annual direct costs of FM have increased considerably. Today, these costs range between 4,500 and 7,500 € per patient (28-35). The variability in this range is due to different methods being used to evaluate costs in different years and in different socio-economic conditions of FM patients. The same study, however, concludes that the most important determinant of costs are co-morbidities, subjective and objective health state, emotional state and social conditions of the patient (21, 24, 28).

Health costs comprise about 1/3 of direct costs, a proportion that is accompanied by several causes for concern. First, the cost of admission to the hospital for diagnosis can have a significant impact on overall costs due to the complexity of the clinical symptoms. Second, therapy can be quite expensive given the overall poor response to treatment among many patients (31, 32, 35). The lack of validated therapeutic protocols may explain the frequent use of physiotherapy or alternative therapy without a corresponding increase in costs for the public health system (26).

Social support, whether support groups or personal networks, and education programs are inexpensive and useful avenues for facilitating psychological well being and optimizing available health resources (23). The indirect costs of FM range between 2,000 to 7,000 € per patient per year. Only one of three economic studies in our search indicated that the
indirect costs of FM were higher than the direct costs, as is generally the case for other rheumatic diseases (31, 32, 35).

If the body of literature for disease costs seems insufficient for FM, the pharmacoeconomic literature is even more inadequate. The majority of these studies have described the methodology of investigation rather than analysed the specific expenses (19-25). Conclusions are not definitive and it is not possible to define the best investment. The justification for this is that well-defined indicators for evaluating achievement of predetermined goals or validated therapeutic protocols were not available. Further, improvements from a specific therapy were too short-lived to draw meaningful conclusions (23, 26, 27).

Disability and employment in FM patients

It is difficult to assess disability and employment in FM patients, given the limited data in the scientific literature. Every social assessment is closely related to the socio-economic level of the general population and to the legislation of the country in which the FM patient lives.

In clinical investigations, FM is well known and studied; the case worker, however, is accustomed to evaluating laboratory and physical data objectively and may have reasonable doubts in evaluating the FM patient for insurance purposes and ability to work.

Therefore, it is understandable that there may be fundamental differences in the assessment of disability and employment between Italy and other countries, just as it is understandable that there may be differences between the clinical and medical-legal evaluation of FM patients.

Several difficult issues cloud the ability to estimate the effect of FM in Italy with accuracy. The first issue is the fundamental recognition of disease: Is FM universally recognized by physicians or is it identified with other diseases? How many diagnoses of osteoarthritis (OA) or how many depressive syndromes or cases of “early arthritis” overlap with FM in clinical practice?

The second issue is the comparison of statistical data. In Italy, it is difficult to compare data from centralized databases that are involved in different aspects of public health: ISTAT (Central Statistic Institute) (36), Ministry of Health, INPS (National Institute of Social Insurance) (37), INAIL (National Board for the Insurance against Accidents in Industrial Work, responsible for occupational diseases) (38).

The ISTAT manages data from sample surveys regarding the influence of chronic diseases; and it suggested the atypical classification of “osteoarthritis-arthritis” that combines diseases which are substantially different. FM has no place in this classification despite its significant incidence among rheumatic diseases and chronic diseases. This incidence of FM has been reported in Italian clinical studies and has been confirmed in the international scientific literature.

INPS and INAIL do not include FM in their statistical data concerning the granting of partial and total disability as paid by the two larger Italian public insurance institutes.

In 1980, the International Classification of Impairments (ICF), Disability and Health (ICDH) included distinctions between impairment, disability and handicap. In 2001, a new International Classification of Functioning (ICF), Disability and Health was officially endorsed by 191 World Health Organization Member States during the 54th World Health Assembly as “the international standard to describe and measure health and disability” (38). The general aim of ICF is to develop a common metric system to describe and measure individual health conditions and contextual factors, which are described by physical, individual, and social perspectives and divided into Functions, Bodily Structures, Participation and Activity. Furthermore, the classification accounts for the environmental factors that can impact the individual’s life and interact to determine disability, and it is defined as the consequence or the result of a complex relationship between the health conditions, personal factors and environmental factors representing the circumstances where the individual lives. ICF does not simply view disability only as a “medical” or “biological” dysfunction; rather, it provides a mechanism to document the impact of the social and physical environment on a person’s functioning.

The clinical evaluation of disability involves specific assessments such as the FIQ (40), which has been validated in Italy (15). Nevertheless, it is difficult to apply this and other evaluations in legal medicine, especially if they do not refer to laboratory data. Then the claim of disability can lead to additional difficulty for the FM patient if she experiences negative feedback from official Institutions that may not recognize the illness.

Aside from chronic pain, the FM patient may complain of various, specific symptoms that may reduce work performance of the subject. For exam-
ple, weakness and susceptibility to fatigue are significant in manual laborers, morning stiffness in subjects who begin working early in the morning, such as farm workers, can be debilitating to their livelihood; Raynaud phenomenon can pose severe challenges to operators who are exposed to sudden changes of temperature. Patients who work in external environments can be severely affected by many weather elements such as wind, cold, and rain. Several epidemiological surveys performed in recent years in Great Britain and in Scandinavia demonstrated that FM is greatly disabling and may lead to early termination of employment, regardless of whether this was voluntary or dictated by a medical-legal decision.

In Italy, FM is not recognized as a disabling illness by Insurance Disability (ID), Pensionable Disability (INPS) or Accident or Professional Illness (INAIL). FM is not listed in the ID table of accepted illnesses; therefore, the clinician or medical examiner may refer only to illnesses that are, in a sense, “equivalent” to FM and are included in the assessment table such depressive syndrome and anxiety, or neurosis with varying degrees of severity. It is necessary to indicate comorbidity among illnesses (e.g., FM with anxious syndrome or depressive syndrome).

The same is true in INPS Pensionable Disability, although it must be said that this social Institute grants hydrotherapy for extra-articular rheumatic diseases, including FM. With regard to hydrotherapy we notice that INPS is granted to regular entitled workers as a prevention of pensionable disability and not as non-pharmacologic therapy. In INAIL, FM is not recognized as an industrial injury or an occupational disease, and hydrotherapy is not granted.

For some years, however, INAIL has given special attention to working musculoskeletal disorders (WMSD) that developed from both “heavier” labor, as the manual handling of cargo, and “lighter” labor, as the poor posture or repetitive movement (RSI Repetitive Strain Injury) of assembly line workers, monitor operators, check-out clerks (see Legge 626/94 Title V).

In INAIL it would be useful to compare WMSD in a population that is not affected by FM versus FM patients in whom it has been reported that symptoms often get worse as a result of having bad posture or disregarding ergonomics rules. Visitors to the institutional INAIL site can download a useful guide for WMSD (41). The next evaluation of disability and employment in FM could target different populations such as housewives and students, too (42).

A final consideration, which is also a concrete, positive issue, comes from the Main Office in Health Plan of Ministry of Health contemplated the proposed inclusion of FM in Decree 329799 on chronic disease, as a result of the criteria provided by Decree 124/98 (severity, chronicity and economic burden). It could be a first step towards a new approach to the medico-legal evaluation of FM.

Table II lists web data with regard to the number of hits from various search engines using certain terms from this chapter; web search dated 12/02/08.

| Google (Italian pages)          | Osteoarthritis 226.000 | Early arthritis 1.900 | Fibromyalgia 30.600 | Tendinitis 17.600 | Disability 778.000 |
| INAIL (Internal internet search) | Osteoarthritis 14       | Rheumatoid arthritis 1 | Fibromyalgia 0       | Tendinitis 15     | Disability 126     |
| INPS (Internal internet search)  | Osteoarthritis 3        | Early arthritis 0      | Fibromyalgia 0       | Tendinitis 0      | Disability 1079    |

Patient associations, mass media and internet

Although fibromyalgia is a reasonably common clinical condition, it is often left undiagnosed. Unfortunately, this syndrome is not well known to the general practitioner or to physicians, in general. Many patients have suggested the diagnosis to their doctor after they have discovered the syndrome on the internet or after the reading about it in magazines or newspapers.

Prior to diagnosis, FM patients will often undergo many specialist consultations, laboratory examinations, instrumental examinations and pharmacologic therapies.

Patients are often frustrated by the lack of diagnosis and the meager credibility that physicians and other family members assign to symptoms. Often,
self-assessment loses its credibility for patients who face disbelief from others and quickly become vulnerable to depression. In such cases, the satisfaction of a clear diagnosis begins as relief from the fear of an occult neoplasia, but evolves to anger for the unnecessary time spent researching this easy diagnosis, for the money spent without benefit and, finally, for the lack of recognition of this disease. This aspect, in particular, gives patients a strong motivation to participate in organized volunteer associations.

Voluntary participation in patient associations is not only a social obligation to encourage acknowledgment of FM but also a new social endeavor with a substantial therapeutic benefit.

**Patient Associations**

The primary mission of patient associations is to defend patient rights. The main entities to address are governing medical Institutions (Ministry of the Health, regional Councillor of the Health, Local Health Committee, Hospital Committee and Rheumatology Units), and the main goal is to gain acknowledgment of FM as a clinical entity and as a rheumatic disease (43). A search of the Ministry of Health website of using the terms, “fibromyalgia” or “fibromyalgic” did not yield any results. At present, the only region that recognizes FM is the Trentino-Alto Adige.

The main request that FM patient associations have for the Institutions includes exemption for expenses for pathology, the specialized consultations necessary for diagnosis, for follow-up and monitoring, for rehabilitation and for the purchase of specific drugs.

From Rheumatologists, patient associations request specific outpatient activity for FM patients and coordination of other professional specialists that are beneficial to the care of the FM patient, in particular, psychologists and physiotherapists. Patient associations may also provide information to physicians and to the public. They may also request that in-depth study of FM be provided in Rheumatology and Internal Medicine courses at the University.

The Associations promote collaboration between rheumatologists, general practitioners and other specialists for the early diagnosis of FM, which can be achieved via regular meetings sponsored the by Local Health Committee. For easy admittance to gymnasiuums and pools for patients to participate in aerobic exercise programs (44, 45), participation of the Local Sport Committee is important. Patient associations monitor information on the internet to protect patients against speculative or incorrect information.

The fundamental solidarity of patient associations promotes the sense of community and connection among patients. Patient associations promote local meetings and also take advantage of electronic media, like chat rooms, discussion forums and self-help group training (46).

To consolidate their power, FM patients may consider themselves as rheumatic patients and coordinate their voluntary associations with the national associations of rheumatic patients; for example, The Italian Association of FM is supported by the National Association of Rheumatic Patients and by the Italian Rheumatology Society.

**Internet and Media**

One of the most significant examples of coordination of information, research, care and voluntary association came from the USA.

The ACR website offers information both to doctors and to patients (47); and it highlights the Rheumatology Units and the Rheumatologists of reference along with links to the principal patient associations (48, 49) and the National Institute of Health (NIH). In this virtual strategy, the ACR informs the medical, scientific and public communities about scientific progress; the NIH manages and funds research projects; and the associations help patients through community initiatives, public awareness and collection of resources for research (50).

This example is not followed in Italy, however; with the exception of Rheumatology Units’ websites and the official Italian Association of Fibromyalgia Syndrome (51), where scientific information is available without taking advantage of the patient news, we can find news that is without scientific merit, is exaggerated or is directed at selling products without regulatory oversight. People who suffer from an illness often believe in miraculous cures (e.g., surgical or other alternatives to drugs) that are not supported with any scientific validity.

Scientific societies and patient associations are watchful and denounce deceptive publicity of such treatments, but an official medical effort is necessary to control or monitor nonconventional medicines that may be useful for FM patients. It is important to encourage Rheumatology Units to consider meditation techniques and complementary
treatments derived from traditional Chinese medicine or from other disciplines. Finally, a website developed by Dr. Weiss (52) provides interesting, evidence-based, accepted information for FM patients. This site provides a video of exercise and muscle relaxation techniques that patients can learn and use at home on TV; in addition, the site provides evidence for the positive effects of cryo-therapy on pain perception in FM patients.

CONCLUSION
Prevention may occur in clinical, community or population settings and is often classified into primary, secondary, and tertiary types. Few studies have analyzed the economic impact of FM in terms of costs of disease and pharmacoeconomic balance. The internet is one of the most significant examples of coordination of information, research, care and voluntary patient advocacy of FM.

SUMMARY
There are many open questions concerning the concept of primary prevention in FM. Diagnostic or classification criteria are not universally accepted, and this leads to difficulties in establishing the onset and duration of the disease. In the case of FM, primary prevention may consist of the immediate care of acute pain or treatment for affective disturbances as we do not have any specific laboratory or instrumental tests to determine risk factors of the disease. The goal of secondary prevention is early detection of the disease when patients are largely asymptomatic and intervention improves outcome. Screening allows for identification of an unrecognized disease or risk factor, which, for potential FM patients, includes analysis of tender points, Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ), pain location and intensity, and fatigue and sleep complaints. Tertiary prevention inhibits further deterioration or reduces complications after the disease has developed. In FM the aim of treatment is to decrease pain and increase function via multimodal therapeutic strategies, which, in most cases, includes pharmacological and non-pharmacological interventions. Patients with FM are high consumers of health care services, and FM is associated with significant productivity-related costs. The degree of disability and the number of comorbidities are strongly associated with costs. An earlier diagnosis of FM can reduce referral costs and investigations, thus, leading to a net savings for the health care sector. However, every social assessment is closely related to the socio-economic level of the general population and to the legislation of the country in which the FM patient resides.
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